In this paper the Kobayashi metric on a domain in Cn is used to define a new function space. Elements of this space belong to a nonisotropic Lipschitz class. It is proved that if / is holomorphic on the domain and in the classical Lipschitz space Aa then in fact / is in the new function space. The result contains the original result of Stein on this subject and provides the optimal result adapted to any domain. In particular, it recovers the Hartogs extension phenomenon in the category of Lipschitz spaces. This paper is part of a program to work out the function theory-especially the harmonic analysis-of domains in C" in terms of invariant metrics and related constructs. The point is that, whereas in one complex dimension the principal objects of study are functions, it turns out that in several complex dimensions the principal objects of study should be domains. The correct context in which to perceive the differences between domains seems to be that of metric geometry.
This paper is part of a program to work out the function theory-especially the harmonic analysis-of domains in C" in terms of invariant metrics and related constructs. The point is that, whereas in one complex dimension the principal objects of study are functions, it turns out that in several complex dimensions the principal objects of study should be domains. The correct context in which to perceive the differences between domains seems to be that of metric geometry.
The present paper is concerned with Lipschitz spaces, and draws its inspiration from [ST] . In [ST] , Stein announced that holomorphic Lipschitz a functions on bounded C domains in C", « > 1, are in fact Lipschitz 2a in complex tangential directions; a detailed proof appears, for instance, in [KR3] . It turns out that this result is optimal only for strongly pseudoconvex domains (see [KR6] for improved results on some other domains), and our purpose here is to find a language in which to formulate the best result for any domain. The Eisenman-Kobayashi metric and volume construction provides the most natural language. For related work using the Eisenman-Kobayashi ideas, see [KR1, KR2, KM, GK] .
A second point of the present work is to eliminate the arbitrary distinction between normal and tangential directions. All directions should be treated equally, and the metric should read off the variation in smoothness.
An interesting by-product of the work is that it rediscovers the Hartogs extension phenomenon (or "Kugelsatz"-see [KR3] ) in the category of Lipschitz functions. This feature is explored in § §2 and 4.
§ 1 contains basic definitions and terminology, including the definition of a new Lipschitz class on domains in C" . It also contains the statement of our main theorem: that a holomorphic function which is Lipschitz in the classical sense is in fact in the new Lipschitz class. §2 discusses several examples. §3 contains the proof of the main theorem. §4 contains further treatment of the Kugelsatz phenomenon.
It is a pleasure to thank the referee for reading the manuscript carefully and making several helpful suggestions. and for a > 1 define / e AQ(Q) if / e C'(Q), fie Aa_,(fl), and V/ e AQ_,(Q) (with an obvious norm). See [KR4] for detailed discussion and motivation concerning these spaces. This reference also contains a thorough discussion of the finite-difference operators Ah, whose definition we now recall: If / is a function on a domain Q Q RN , x e Q, and h is sufficiently small then A\f(x) = f(x + h)-f(x-h) and a*/(^)^a!(a" xfi)(x), k>2.
For a continuous / on a domain fiÇR with C boundary and 0 < a < k (Of course, the latter supremum is taken over x, h such that Ahf(x) is well defined on fl.) Again, see [KR4] for a proof that this finite-difference characterization of Aa is equivalent to the original definition.
Now fix a C2 bounded domain Q Q C" . Let B QCn be the unit ball and let (Q, B) denote the collection of holomorphic maps from B to Q. If P e Q we define the Eisenman-Kobayashi volume (see [KR1] ) to be M°(z) inf. 1 ■:«De(Q,fi),<D(0) "} |det Jacc<D(0)| Once Q is fixed and z eQ chosen, there is (by a normal families argument) a function <t>z e (Q, B) such that Mk(z,i) 1/1 det Jacc<Dz(0)|.
However, Oz is not necessarily unique. Nevertheless, another normal families argument shows that the map d dz
OÍ0)
any multi-index ß , can be taken to be upper semicontinuous on Q (see [GRR, RE] ). (Here || | is the standard Euclidean norm.) By Cauchy estimates, they are bounded on compact sets. In particular, we may compose these functions with curves in B and integrate.
Before proceeding, we make a few trivial remarks about A/" to put its value in perspective. If z e Q is near dQ, then there is a unique nearest point z e dQ. By the unit outward normal v(z) at z we mean in fact the unit outward normal at z . Now let z e Q near oil and ô = S(z) = distEuclid(z, dQ) ; assume for simplicity that 1 = ( 1 + Oi, 0, ... , 0) is the unit outward normal v(z) at z . Then the map <P: B-.Q., H>(tx,...,Cn) = z + (côÇl,cVôÇ2,...,cVSÇn), for some constant c > 0 depending on the second fundamental form of dQ near z , is a candidate for calculating MK(z). In particular, notice that _d_ dCx 0(0) c<5, 4*z(0) = cVâ, j>2, and therefore Af¡(z) < c~nS{~"~X)/2 .
The following result of Royden [RO] will be useful in what follows. Let ßccC" be a domain, P e dQ, and V ce W neighborhoods of P. If z e V n Q and t\ e C" , then F^W(z,cA)<CF^(z,cf).
Here C = C(V,W ,Q). The result is proved by a normal families argument. Similar results hold for MK and MK (which is defined below). When we use Roy den's result in the sequel we call the procedure "localization."
Although our results are meaningful without the following modification to the definition of MK , we impose it to obtain the most incisive theorems.
Let D Q C be the unit disc. If z e Q and £ e C" , define the infinitesimal Kobayashi metric to be FJ?(z, Ç) = inf j : cp e (Q, D), tp(0) = z, tp'(0) is a multiple of £ \ .
III?» (0)|| J
Notice that MK(z), FK(z,c;) are analogous, but FK treats one direction at z at a time while MK (z) treats all directions simultaneously. Because in many examples it is very difficult to compare the two quantities, we will mandate their comparability by replacing MK(z) with the quantity Mk (z), which we now define. Fix a tubular neighborhood U of dQ so that every point of U has a unique nearest point in dQ. Then
In short, we calculate MK (z) by restricting attention to those í> which have the property that | JacO-11 is, in the normal direction, comparable to FK (z, u(z)). Here C0 is any constant. We shall later attach a number ß0(y), its smoothness index, to any ye? (Q). We will see in what follows that ß0(y) > 1 always. Holomorphic Aa functions on Q will in general turn out to be Lipschitz of order ß0(y) ■ a along a curve y . The Lipschitz norm will depend on C0 .
Observe that W should not be confused with the classical function space of k times continuously differentiable functions. We use the notation §" to preserve some consistency with [KR5, KR6, ST] .
The following notation will make future arguments easier to read: once a domain Q and a curve y e fê (Q) are fixed, then
When y is complex normal at /, then of course D^.^ = DT<& ((). Notice, for instance, that with this new notation the condition on i> in the definition of At°(z) isthat \DN*m\-1 < 2F¡ (y(t), v(y(i))).
Let «v : Q -> C" be a C function which satisfies the conditions (*) for points zeQn{zeCn:S(z,dQ) <2e}, v(z) is the (well-defined) outward unit normal at z.
For any curve y eWx define
By the remarks following the definition of M, M, it follows that
(1) è<Ap(J0<l.
For a given curve y near dQ and 0 < p small we define
When we study the Lipschitz smoothness of a function / along a curve ye?
, we need only consider Ah(foy) for « small. Thus we restrict attention to 0 < h < s = e(Q). For ye Wk(Q) and h fixed, define Remark. Our definition of 2Ca is somewhat indirect. However, this is necessary to avoid the intractable calculation of the Kobayashi metric on general domains.
As the examples of the next section will show, most of the interesting cases satisfy Xf = 1 (asymptotically, as the distance of y to dQ tends to 0) ; hence the critical part (i) of the definition simplifies to (2) |AÎ(/oy(0)|<C|A|^.
Thus ßfy) is the smoothness index to which we alluded earlier. The more complicated formulation (i) of the definition allows us to rediscover the Hartogs extension phenomenon in the Lipschitz category. See the exposition of this matter in the next section. Although in the end the examples and the theorems vindicate the tedious definitions we have presented, perhaps a few additional words of explanation are in order now . The papers [ST] and [KR5, KR6] have already established the naturality of increased smoothness in tangential directions displayed in (2). What motivates the definition of ß0 ? In [ST] (see details in [KR3] ), the crucial geometric fact is this: at a point P near dQ the domain Q contains a right (i.e., affine) analytic disc of radius ô(P) and center P with orientation in the normal direction; however, if the orientation is in the tangential direction, the disc may 1II be taken to have radius S(P)
, and the smoothness index in Stein's theorem is the quotient of the exponents of S(P) which occur here; 2 = 1/(1/2). It is the same act at every boundary point. The point of view of the present paper is that it is more natural to use embedded discs (i.e., analytic discs in the usual sense of several complex variables-see [KR3] ). One still obtains the smoothness index by measuring the size of the discs as powers of S(P) and calculating the ratio of the exponents: this accounts for the logarithmic expressions used in the definitions of A0 and o". The average that is used to define cp and the indirect definition of ß0 are ways of dealing with the facts that (i) the relevant quantities vary from point to point and (ii) it is in general impossible to calculate the quantity MK . Example 3. In case Q ce C" is smooth and strongly pseudoconvex, the asymptotic boundary behavior of the Kobayashi metric is precisely the same as that on the ball (see [GR, GK] License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and y is essentially a complex tangential curve near the weakly pseudoconvex point (1, 0)-say y(t) = (l-ô,t) for some fixed 6 > 0 and 0 < t < Sx/2m-then it can be calculated (using [CA] , for instance) that Example 5. If Q is a domain of finite type in C2, then the estimates of Catlin [CA] can be used to calculate the increased tangential smoothness of holomorphic Lipschitz functions. Roughly speaking, one finds that near a point of type m the smoothness of a Lipschitz a function is increased by a factor of m+l-that is, / is Lipschitz of order (m+l)a along complex tangential curves. The details of these calculations, together with applications to estimates for the dNeumann problem, will appear in [CK] . The opposite inequality is derived from Schwarz's lemma. These facts were discovered by the author and Erik Low in unpublished work. They were also known to Halsey Royden, N. Sibony, and others. See [KR7] . Therefore y(ß) = l/ß-l and ß0 = 1. Now this is the example in which we must use the full force of part (i) of the definition of A?a ; for now Xfy) ^ 1. We conclude that a holomorphic / G AQ(Q) satisfies /oye A3 ,4+1/4. For 0 < a < 1 , this shows that even in complex normal directions there is an increase in smoothness. It follows from results in [KR5] that we have (/ holomorphic and in Aa(Q)) => (fi e A3a/4+1/4(i2nß(l, 1)) in all directions).
For 0 < a < 1, this is a version of the Hartogs extension phenomen in the Lipschitz category: on this domain Q a holomorphic / G Aq(í¿) is automatically smoother near (1,0).
In §4 we show how to modify the argument to obtain that /G Aa(ß) implies /G C°°(Qn£(0, 1)).
It is worth noting that the Kobayashi metric estimates described here and the subsequent C°° version of the Hartog phenomenon hold near any boundary point at which the Levi form has a negative eigenvalue. See [KR7] .
Proof of the theorem
In Stein's work, the key fact (for small a) is that, for a holomorphic Lipschitz a function /, |V/(z)| < C<J(0°~\ while for a tangential derivative Dx it holds that \Dxfi(z)\<CS(z)a-x'2.
For us it is more convenient to formulate these matters differently.
Lemma 1. If f is a holomorphic An function on Q and (d/dQ
is any differential monomial then
Remark. It is a bit surprising that the constant on the right is independent of a . But examination of the chain rule on the left alleviates the surprise.
Proof of lemma. This is really a reformulation of Stein's basic estimates, as presented, for instance, in [KR3] . We outline the proof.
First we treat the case of 0 < a < 1 . Assume without loss of generality that Nz = (l + i0,0,...0).
Let tp e CC°°(D(0, $)) satisfy cp > 0, cp radial, / cp(z)dA = 1 , where dA is two-dimensional area. Write elements of B as C = (£j, ... , C") and C, = Pj + it]j. Then, by the mean value property of holomorphic functions, 9 -/°äz(C)| = \ §p-JS fo*^ ' ç2' "• ' C>(C> ~^dA^0 dp -Iff
Since (d/dpx)tp(Çx -¿i,) has mean value zero, this last equals = //[/oÖz(^,C2,...,C")-/°öz(0,C2,...,CJ <c|||fl>£«1,c2,...,c1,)-*,(o,c2,...,c1I: Combining the estimates of I, II, III gives the result for a small, i.e., X0(y)(a-l)+l< 1. For a large a, higher-order differences are required to get sharp estimates (see [KR4] for the role of higher differences in the study of Lipschitz spaces). A detailed treatment of this case, at least for second-order differences, is in [KR3] For completeness here we outline the idea. If l<A0(y)(a-l)+l<2 then Lipschitz smoothness must be measured using A2, (see [KR4] ). We define y,(0=y(0)-^(y(0)), 0< t <h ßo y2(t)=y(2h)-W(y(2h)), 0 < t < hß°y ft)=y(4h)-W(y(4h)), 0 < t < hh : yft)=y(0)-hß°v(y(t)), 0<t<h;
and write |A2/(y(2«))|<|/(y1(0))-/(y1(«/î''))| + |/(y2(0))-/(y2(«/î''))| + l/(y3(0)) -fii7fhß°))\ + |A2/(y4(2«))| = 1 + 11 + 111 +IV.
(Note that we evaluate A2hf(y(-)) at 2« rather than 0 so that it is well defined; this is purely a notational matter.)
Terms I, II, and III are estimated just as we estimated I, III before. To get a favorable estimate for IV we write near the point 1 = (1, 0) G dQ is that a holomorphic AQ(Q) function is in C°°(Q C\B(\, I)). However, the machinery set up to prove our main theorem does not yield this result. Here we show how to modify the argument to get the full result.
Let z G Q, |z -1| < 1 , and consider the curve y(0 = z -tv(z), 0 < « < 1 . We will prove that if / is holomorphic and AQ in Q n B(\ , 1), any 0 < a < oo, then fio y is AQ+1/3e, any e > 0. By the result of [KR5] , it follows that / G AQ+1/3_£(Q n B(\ , 1)). Iteration of this argument shows that /g A^Onfifl, 1)) for all ß > 0. Hence /G C°°(QnB(l, I)).
Let a + 1/3 < k e Z. For « > 0 small and t0 sufficiently large (t0 > 2kh) we estimate 4/irito))- 
